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Consultation  

BBC Local Radio  

 

As the government agency responsible for community sport and the delivery of a lasting mass participation legacy 

from London 2012, Sport England is aiming to create a world-leading community sport environment. We want England 

to be a nation where sport becomes a regular habit for many more people, and ensure the delivery of sporting 

opportunities in places and ways that people want.  

 

Our National Lottery and Exchequer investment is building a sporting infrastructure of clubs, coaches, programmes, 

organisations and facilities. We want to do this for sport’s own sake and for the wider benefits it can bring. These 

include economic benefits, improved public health, happiness and wellbeing, and stronger, safer communities. 

 

We recognise the importance of keeping sport and its associated benefits at the front of people’s minds to drive mass 

participation and develop a healthier and more active nation. To help achieve this, we work with the media to promote 

the funding we have available and the input it has in grassroots sport.  

 

Our primary interest in this consultation is ensuring that listeners continue to have access to high quality and diverse 

sports coverage from the BBC Local Radio, as watching/listening to sports events helps maintain peoples involvement 

in sport.  

 
1.  Which BBC Local Radio station do you listen to? 
 

All BBC Local Radio stations provide significant coverage of sport each week.  

 

2. What do you think about the proposed changes to BBC Local Radio as outlined in the future strategy? 
 

Sport England is pleased that sport has been prioritised in terms of broadcasting in the proposed new system. Our 

evidence suggests that following sport – watching or listening - to can inspire individuals to stay involved in sporting 

activity.  

 

This is particularly important in the run up and beyond the Olympics and Paralympics when we are looking to use the 

power of the Games to inspire more people into/ stay involved in sporting activity. We believe the BBC, as the 

Olympic broadcaster, should continue play a role in encouraging more people into sport through its coverage of sport 

in the lead up to, during and beyond the Games in 2012.   

 

Creating sporting opportunities in every community 
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However, the sport sector does have concerns about the some of the details of the proposals, namely:  

 

• A move toward rationalisation of commentary teams could reduce the opportunity to hear coverage of local 

and regional sports teams and lose local knowledge of and identity with the area.  

• Moving to a network programme between 7 and 10 each evening could affect sporting magazine-type 

programmes as they all take place during this time period or adjacent to it and will have to compete with 

other lifestyle shows.   

• The proposal to close down AM programmes could remove the ability for the show’s producer to broadcast 

more than one aspect of local sport. There are many regions where there will be different major sporting 

output taking place simultaneously. For example, Premier League football takes place at the same time as 

Rugby League Super League matches. Currently, both are heard using the AM and FM transmitter, but if 

the proposals are implemented, sports producers will be forced into a choice thus depriving a large group 

of listeners. 

 

We would like to see further commitments from the BBC about how it plans to mitigate some of these issues. There is 

a concern amongst the sports fraternity that radio coverage will be limited to live sport – mostly Premier League 

football – with little or no supplementary coverage which provides context and colour to live sport, especially smaller 

sports, and engages people on many levels.  

 
3. BBC Local Radio commitments to news  
 

Including sporting results and news on local radio news is important for sport and its fans. It is also often the first time 

people who do not follow sport hear about local, regional and national success and can be an opportunity for less well 

known sports or minority sports to be recognised.  

 

Local sports news for some people can be more meaningful than national or international events. It can bring pride to 

an area to hear about sporting excellence deriving from their locality.  

 

Finally, professional sports clubs have significant influence over their local area. They have partnerships and strong of 

the community links and outreach, including with the fan base. BBC local radio provides them with an opportunity to 

communicate with as many of the community as possible, many of which are hard to reach through other forms of 

communication.  

 
4. BBC Local Radio commitments to encouraging participation in local affairs; including reporting live from 

local events 
 

Sport England welcomes the BBC’s commitment to provide sport as a focal point for local communities and report on 

lie local events (which include sport). We would encourage the BBC to broaden out the range of sports it would cover, 

including more women’s elite sport especially in an Olympic and Paralympic year when the appetite for following 

diverse sports could be strong.  
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5.  BBC Local Radio commitments with regards to serving the needs of and reflecting the local area 
 

For some sports this will be particularly important. Football and Rugby League have very strong local identities and 

play a significant role in their communities. For these sports local radio is a very relied upon medium by which they 

can regularly engage with the community and fan base. They argue that BBC Local Radio not only champions the 

local area and provides trusted information on local themes to its listeners; it is more responsive and engaging than 

other media.  

 
6.  Each Local Radio station should report on local sports, including minority sports. 
 

We warmly welcome this idea. We believe there is an obligation to provide duly proportional coverage of all sports. 

We appreciate that this is a balancing act, given the popularity of football and the Premier League but in the run up to 

the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games and as the official Olympic broadcaster, BBC Local Radio have the 

opportunity and the responsibility to provide a platform for smaller and lesser known sports.   

 

While the recent coverage of the women’s football world cup is to be applauded on Five Live and TV, overall coverage 

of women’s sport is low in comparison to that of the men’s and more needs to be done to reach a wider audience 

interested in a more diverse range of sports. In particular audience groups interested in minority and disability sports 

seem comparatively underserved.  

 

BBC Local Radio is also well positioned to deliver high quality coverage of smaller and lesser known sports because 

of the link with the local community. By using local teams, athletes alongside local themes and identities BBC Local 

Radio well positioned to bring these sports to life.  

 

By broadening the range of sports featured, BBC Local Radio can better serve a wider audience profile and attract 

new listeners and new potential participants. 

 

As set out in Q2 we would suggest the BBC looks again at the proposals to remove coverage at certain times such as 

weekday evenings, as this could affect the amount and type of coverage for sport. 

 

 
7. Is there anything else you want to say about BBC Local Radio?  
 

We also believe that Sport England and BBC Local Radio should work together more closely to drive mass 

participation, given the alignment of our public service remit. Signposting opportunities should be developed in a 

formalised way in terms of promoting the mass participation agenda. 

 

We would argue that the BBC should look to take advantage of increased accessibility of radio through digital media 

and the opportunities this brings to expand its audience base. BBC Local Radio could be well positioned to 

capitalising on the changes in technology to grow the number of people using this service. 
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Please print and sign this declaration if you are sending a hard copy of your response. 
 
The BBC Trust usually publishes organisational responses in full when we reach our conclusions. If you would prefer 

that all or part of your response is treated as confidential, please complete the confidentiality section below. 

 
What do you want the BBC Trust to keep confidential? 
Nothing 

 

 

Name/Organisation: Sport England  

Address: 3rd Floor Victoria House, Bloomsbury Square, London, WC1B 4SE  

 

Other contact details (telephone/email): alex.russell@sportengland.org 

 

 
DECLARATION 
I confirm that the information I have submitted is a formal consultation response. It can be published in full on the 
BBC Trust's website, unless otherwise specified, and I authorise the BBC Trust to make use of the information in this 
response to meet its legal requirements. If I have sent my response by email, the BBC can disregard any standard 
e-mail text about not disclosing email contents and attachments. 
 
 
Name  
 
Alex Russell 
Head of Public Affairs  

 


